Lets Face It!

ABC Anecdotal Behavior Log

Student Name………Joe Blogs

(Please record positive behaviours that demonstrate improved social cognition as well as negative events)

Setting
Event

Describe the
Time
Date
Location
Staff involved
when the
behaviour
occurs
Time
Date
Location
Staff involved

Antecedent

Behaviour

Describe what
happens right
before the
behaviour occurs
(the triggers)

Describe the details
of behaviour (avoiding
subjective terms ),
how long the
behaviour lasted, and
the level of severity.

Example

When Joe entered
the classroom he
saw a picture of
himself and a
friend published in
the local newspaper
pinned up on the
classroom notice
board. They were
photographed as
they were about to
be taken up in a
small aircraft for
the first time
(Joe’s Make a Wish
Foundation treat,
he picked his best
friend to go with
him) Joe pointed at
the friend in the
picture and
exclaimed, “Fake
Smile!”.

8:30 am
May 25, 2017
Life Skills
Classroom
EA: Dawn M

Consequence

Describe what
happens as a
consequence of the
behaviour ,
intervention by
staff occurred ,
include how long it
took to bring the
behaviour under
control.
When I asked
what he meant, he
said his friend
was very nervous
about the flight,
and his smile was
a “fake”, and just
there because the
photographer told
them to “smile for
the camera”.

Joe pointed out
that he was happy
and excited about
the flight, and his
own smile was
“Happy”.
When his friend
arrived, he called
him over to the
picture to look at
their smiles.
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Possible
Function
(escape, attention,
sensory, obtain tangible)

When asked what the
difference was, Joe did
not answer but pointed
to the “smile lines “
around his eyes (that
were absent on his
friend’s face).
Joe demonstrated new
understanding of the
difference between a
fake and real smile.
Friend later confirmed
that his smile was fake
– he was very anxious at
the time. Friend did not
know what Joe meant
by “Fake” smile.
They talked about
smiles and we looked at
fake versus real smile
images on the computer
later on, and looked at
the LFI! game People
Categories cards of
“Happy” . Practiced
finding fake versus real
smiles in magazines with
peer helper.

